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Background: In service oriented industries, such as the health care sector, leadership styles have been suggested to influence employee satisfaction as well as outcomes in terms of service delivery. However, how this influence comes into effect has not been widely explored. Absenteeism may be a factor in this association; however, no studies are available on this subject in the mental health care setting, although this setting has been under a lot of strain lately to provide their services at lower costs. This may have an impact on employers, employees, and the delivery of services, and absenteeism due to illness of employees tends to already be rather high in this particular industry. This study explores the association between leadership style, absenteeism, and employee satisfaction in a stressful work environment, namely a post-merger specialty mental health care institution (MHCI) in a country where MHCIs are under governmental pressure to lower their costs (The Netherlands).

Methods: We used a mixed methods design with quantitative as well as qualitative research to explore the association between leadership style, sickness absence rates, and employee satisfaction levels in a specialty MHCI. In depth, semi-structured interviews were conducted with ten key informants and triangulated with documented research and a contrast between four departments provided by a factor analysis of the data from the employee satisfaction surveys and sickness rates. Data was analyzed thematically by means of coding and subsequent exploration of patterns. Data analysis was facilitated by qualitative analysis software.

Results: Quantitative analysis revealed sickness rates of 5.7% in 2010, which is slightly higher than the 5.2% average national sickness rate in The Netherlands in 2010. A general pattern of association between low employee satisfaction, high sickness rates, and transactional leadership style in contrast to transformational leadership style was established. The association could be described best by: (1) communication between the manager and employees; (2) the application of sickness protocols by the managers; and (3) leadership style of the manager.

Conclusion: We conclude that the transformational leadership style is best suited for attaining employee satisfaction, for adequate handling of sickness protocols, and for lower absenteeism, in a post-merger specialty mental health setting.
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Background
Significance and aim of the study
A large part of the research that has been done concerning employee satisfaction considers job factors such as colleagues, supervisors, training opportunities, and overall satisfaction
with the job. Another factor that is often not taken into account is organizational change. The study by Howard and Frink that addresses the relationship between organizational restructuring and employee satisfaction shows that work turbulence has a negative influence on employee satisfaction. While the satisfaction with growth opportunities and coworkers is important for the motivation of the employees, the satisfaction with the supervisor influences overall job satisfaction. This underscores the importance of the role of supervisors during organizational change and turbulent situations at the workplace.

In recent years, the Dutch health care industry underwent major reform. The main drivers of these changes had been the altering of government policies, reimbursement schemes, and developments in public opinion. Moreover, the content of the work, i.e., the delivery of mental health care, has changed substantially. These changes are characterized by the imposition of more administrative duties on the professionals. The reasons for these changes include more healthcare provisions, a more active role of the client, and a shift in quality demands. The latter involves more systematic visitation, registration, and continuing medical education. The new reimbursement system, which is a result of transparency requirements, also places additional bureaucratic weight on the shoulders of the professionals.

In response to these developments, a large number of mental healthcare institutions (MHCI) merged. In their merged form, the organization has easier access to capital. Additionally, MHCIs had to start providing their health care as products, and the managerial influence of people with backgrounds other than health care increased. As a result of the latter, professionals felt a loss of control of their profession. Additionally, time management and responsibility became central themes at these mental health institutions. Research by Van Sambeek et al suggests that these developments require the professional to focus on economical and bureaucratic values, both of which often conflict with their professional values. Furthermore, GGz Nederland, the Dutch association of MHCIs, agreed with the government on extensive cost reductions in the coming years, thus putting leaders as well as employees of MHCIs under strain to be as productive as possible.

Therefore, we can presume that the Dutch MHCIs are indeed likely to be an example of turbulent work environments at this time. This makes these institutions a conforming study environment for investigating the influence of leadership on employee satisfaction and absenteeism in a turbulent work place. In general, the aim of the regulatory and organizational changes that occurred in the mental health care sector is the improvement of the quality of the healthcare products offered. However, to what extent this goal is reached in any specific MHCI is at the mercy of the performance of its employees. In turn, employee performance is influenced by their commitment and satisfaction. These are the very same factors that are under pressure due to the transitions of goals, roles, and knowledge. Finally, leadership plays an important role in turbulent situations. Lane and Down suggest that although the role of a leader was perceived to be driving the company’s performance, this has changed to creating a process for sharing the wisdom of many different and contrasting perspectives. This new leadership role can help employees deal with uncertainty and a turbulent working environment.

The individual relationships between leadership style and the three factors (employee satisfaction, absenteeism, and work turbulence) are already described by many researchers and there are clear relationships between the three factors themselves. However, most studies that investigated a combined relationship of these factors assumed a stable work environment. Therefore, the present study will investigate the influence of leadership style on employee satisfaction and absenteeism in a turbulent work environment, namely in a post-merger Dutch MHCI that is under governmental strain for cost reduction. The aim of the study is to explore employee satisfaction and sickness rates in association with the influence of managerial leadership style in the MHCI.

**Theoretical background**

**Absenteeism and employee satisfaction**

Several studies show that downsizing or organizational restructuring can lead to decreased job satisfaction, lowered organizational commitment, a higher turnover rate, or increased absenteeism. One result of the study by Sagie is that organizational commitment and job satisfaction are strongly related to the aggregated duration of voluntary absence of employees. There was, however, no relationship with the duration of involuntary absence. This means that employees who are strongly committed to the organization or highly satisfied with their job show up more often at work than those with low commitment or low satisfaction. Therefore, the relationship between work turbulence and job satisfaction and the relationship between job satisfaction and employee absenteeism can be presumed.

**Transactional and transformational leadership style**

A person’s leadership style depends largely on their personality. However, other factors have also been identified. When leadership is examined in an organizational
setting, these factors include the organizational structure of the company, its culture, the relevant organizational layer, the means available to the leader, the product that is delivered, and the profile of the employees. Additionally, economical and other external circumstances may have an impact.26–28

It has been stated that the organizational performance and effectiveness of employees may rest from the following three basic pillars: (1) organizational commitment, (2) job satisfaction, and (3) leadership style.25,29–33 Therefore, leadership is both of pivotal importance to organizational success as well as entwined in many internal and external factors. However, the concept of leadership may be simplified using existing categorizations. One of these is the distinction between transactional and transformational leaders.

According to Bass,34 the transactional leadership style is characterized by contingent reward. Employing such a style, the leader gives rewards in exchange for effort and good performance. The transformational leadership style is a more personal style involving charisma, inspiration, intellectual stimulation, individualized consideration, and extensive delegation.34–38 Therefore, the transformational leader motivates people to participate in the process of change and encourages the foundation of a collective identity and efficacy. This eventually leads to stronger feelings of self-worth and self-efficacy among employees. The method through which these feelings are fostered is called empowerment; giving employees authority, responsibility, and accountability for their tasks has a positive effect on their commitment and work satisfaction.37,39–46 Hutchinson and Jackson note in their study that while traditional characteristics of leaders, such as charisma, have always been viewed as important, a new view has emerged that stresses the importance of transparency, humility, and proximity of leaders.47 This new view is in line with the transformational leadership style that emphasizes the importance of the employees. A recent study that focuses specifically on nurses, discussed that relational leadership styles, such as the transformational style, were associated with higher nurse job satisfaction, higher organizational commitment, more staff satisfaction with work, role, work environment, and pay, and higher productivity and effectiveness. In addition, nurses had a greater intention to stay in the organization when the relational leadership style was employed. This is in contrast to the task-focused leadership, such as the transactional style, which scored lower on all the mentioned effects.49 Laschinger et al show similar effects between leadership style and nurses’ satisfaction in their empirical study in Canada.49 Note how the specific leadership style may in this case nurture the other two pillars of organizational performance.

Considering the recent changes in the Dutch mental health care industry, it is worthwhile noting that tensions may exist between the two types of leadership styles discussed earlier. On the one hand, economic and bureaucratic values may pull leaders towards a more industrial model or transactional style. On the other hand, working with employees who are professional experts may invite a transformational style. More specifically, most studies examining transformational and transactional leadership in a health care setting emphasize the need for transformational leadership. Some studies explain that health care today is under a lot of pressure, and that transformational leadership is better suited for such situations.50,51 Others identify positive effects of transformational leadership on the job satisfaction of nurses,52 on an organizational level by a drop in personnel turnover,53,54 and by a decrease in feelings of depersonalization experienced by nursing staff.55 Congruently, Cummings et al56 performed an enquiry into leadership in the general health care sector, more precisely in the nursing workforce and work environment, and concluded that “leadership focused on task completion alone is not sufficient to achieve optimum outcomes. Efforts by organizations and individuals to encourage and develop transformational and relational leadership are needed to enhance nurse satisfaction, recruitment, retention, and healthy work environment.”

Leadership style as a direct influence on absenteeism

Since there is a close relationship between employee satisfaction and absenteeism, it can be assumed there might be a relationship between leadership and absenteeism as well. This relationship has been confirmed by Walumbwa,57 who found that certain leaders demonstrate higher levels of job satisfaction and commitment, and thereby less withdrawal intentions of employees. According to Zhu, Chew, and Spangler,44 specific human resource management practices can have a positive effect on employee performance, motivation, skills, abilities, and knowledge, thus reducing absenteeism. One of the key factors in creating this effect is leadership style.

The study by Tharenou57 showed that leadership style can reduce absenteeism. If an employee receives support from the supervisor, this can provide an environment in which the employee is more likely to attend work.58 Receiving support from a supervisor can be linked to both transactional and transformational leadership styles, depending on the nature of the support. It would fit in the transactional leadership style
because these managers control the employees more and will tell them more specifically what to do. It would fit better in the transformational leadership style, however, since these types of managers stimulate the employees to find things out themselves, by still supporting them and guiding them towards the right track. The results of Van Dierendonck highly recommend a transformational leadership style; the study suggests that giving employees responsibilities reduces absenteeism.

The direct way in which leadership style affects absenteeism that will be focused on in particular in this study, is the way in which a leader handles the sickness protocols. Boudreau et al. showed in their study that employees who are less satisfied with their supervisor tend to be absent more. The study showed that sick leave is often simply viewed as additional days off and that it might be the only way for employees to ensure a day off to go to a special event on short notice. Only 15% of the employees participating in their study believed that there was another opportunity for them to get a day off for such purposes. The study tested whether an opportunity for employees to report unscheduled short term absence would reduce the overall sickness rates of the organization and this was confirmed. This attitude towards employees, in which they are given the responsibility to report their unscheduled absence instead of calling in sick, is a part of the transformational leadership style. The employees are responsible and have the possibility to report absence on the short term if necessary. This approach resulted in a decrease in absenteeism.

**Leadership style as an indirect influence on absenteeism**

Besides a direct influence of leadership style on absenteeism through support, a feeling of being over benefited and the handling of sickness protocols, there is clear evidence that employee satisfaction plays an important role in this relationship too. Employees who are more satisfied with their job and their supervisor will be more committed to the organization and call in sick less often. This relationship has been shown by many researchers.

As shown by Howard and Frink, satisfaction with the supervisor influences the overall job satisfaction of the employees. Benkhoff and Laschinger, Finegan, and Shamian show that if employees perceive their supervisor as competent and like their leadership style, they will be more satisfied and committed to the organization. In particular, employee empowerment improves the trust in management and has a positive influence on satisfaction and commitment.

Ross and Offermann showed a relationship between leadership and employee satisfaction, but found that employee satisfaction does not automatically lead to higher performance. De Veer et al. found in their study that nurses with high moral distress levels were less satisfied with their jobs; they report that moral distress could be caused by time pressure, low satisfaction with consultation possibilities within the team, and an instrumental leadership style.

Zhu et al. showed that human-capital-enhancing human resource management fully mediates the relationship between transformational leadership and absenteeism and partially mediates the relationship between transformational leadership and organizational outcome.

As described earlier, the transformational leader motivates and encourages people, which leads to stronger feelings of self-worth and self-efficacy among employees. The empowerment of the employees has a positive effect on their commitment and work satisfaction.

**Visual conceptual framework**

The proposed relationships are shown in Figure 1. The figure shows that leadership style may have a positive association with employee satisfaction and a negative relationship with sickness absence (which means that if a manager has a “better” leadership style, the employee absenteeism decreases), as described above; this is especially the case if the leadership has a transformational style. Based on the above research we formulated the following hypotheses for this study (see below).

**Leadership and employee satisfaction**

Within a merging organization different work cultures inevitably come together. The ambiguity that discrepancies cause raises the stress that employees experience.
Employees feel the need for leadership to steer them through such a changing environment, whilst at the same time involving them in decisions regarding their department and work. If they do not experience such leadership from their management, satisfaction drops. The leadership style of the manager thus influences employee satisfaction, this has to do with the communication between management and employees and the attention that is paid to the needs of the employees.

Therefore, our first hypothesis is that a transformational leadership style is associated with an increase in employee satisfaction because of provided guidance and structure as well as enhancing autonomy of the employees in uncertain situations.

Leadership and employee absenteeism
Employees who feel content and secure will be motivated to provide good quality health services to clients, and consequently show lower absence rates. Conversely, employees that experience changing job descriptions, interventions in the organization, and much uncertainty, will feel less motivation to go to work. Employees who are less satisfied may have a tendency to call in sick more often; thus, this might be an effect of leadership style. Moreover, the way a leader handles sickness protocols may be a direct way by which he influences absenteeism. The sickness protocols influence absenteeism levels and therefore the leadership style can be a direct moderating influence as well as an indirect moderating influence on absenteeism.

Therefore, our second hypothesis is that transformational leadership has a negative relationship with employee absenteeism by handling of sickness protocols.

Methods
Design
We used a mixed methods design with quantitative as well as qualitative research to explore the association between leadership style, sickness absence rates, and employee satisfaction levels in a specialty MHCI. In depth semi-structured interviews were conducted with ten key informants and triangulated with documented research and a contrast between four departments provided by a factor analysis of the data from the employee satisfaction survey and sickness rates available from the human resources department. Data was analyzed thematically by means of coding and subsequent exploration of patterns. Data analysis was facilitated by qualitative analysis software.

Setting
For this study, a MHCI was chosen that recently merged from two smaller institutions in 2009. In 2006, the merger process started by merging two regions (region B and region T) of the MHCI into one. The full legal merger was completed on January 1, 2009.

Sampling
Sickness rates data
Quantitative data on sickness rates of employees in 2010 were obtained from the human resources department in the MHCI by independent researchers (ES, RE, MvB, NB, DS, YZ), between February 9th, 2011 and May 23rd, 2011. Then, sickness rates per department were established. There were seven departments in total.

Employee satisfaction survey
As the merger was believed to have had a severe impact on the employee’s satisfaction, due to the combination of external circumstances and internal organizational change resulting from the merger, the Board wanted to address the resulting burden to the employees. To this end, the Board of the MHCI ordered a qualitative employee satisfaction survey that was performed in 2010 by an independent agency. The outcome of the survey was used to attach values to the measured variables and from this two main variables were deduced: satisfaction with the work and satisfaction with the managers of the departments. These outcomes were used to identify which departments were high and which were low in both forms of employee satisfaction. Determination of comparatively low and high satisfaction rates per department was performed by factor analysis as described below.

Sampling for semi-structured interviews
During the period between February 2011 and May 2011, semi-structured interviews were conducted regarding leadership style in 2010 in the four departments with contrasting sickness rates and satisfaction in order to explore our hypotheses, until saturation of information had occurred, at the level of the Board, directors, managers, and employees. For this purpose, one of two Board members was interviewed, the director of the selected departments was interviewed, and all five managers of the four contrasting departments were interviewed as well. These departments had contrasting sickness rates and levels of satisfaction; managers from departments with low sickness rates and high satisfaction levels were interviewed, as well as managers from departments with high sickness rates and low satisfaction levels. Moreover, the
human resources department randomly selected three employees from the contrasting departments. In total, ten persons were interviewed; their interviews were recorded. Also, to validate the contrast between high and low satisfaction on an individual level, during the interviews, we asked several questions regarding the satisfaction of the employees with their managers, from which we could conclude their level of satisfaction, as can be seen in the supplementary materials.

Analysis
The sickness rate data were compared to national sickness rates in the health care setting. Departments with high and low sickness rates compared to this national sickness rate were identified. The data of CBS Statline (The Hague, Netherlands) showed that the national sickness rate of the health care sector was 5.2% in 2010. This rate has been compared to the sickness rates data received from the human resources department of GGz Breburg, which means that the total sickness rate of GGz Breburg (5.7%) was directly concluded to be higher than the national rate of 5.2%.

A factor analysis was performed to identify relevant factors in the employee satisfaction survey outcomes. Then, a dimensionality reduction was performed to make a clear overview of the performance of the different departments in terms of high and low satisfaction. The reduction method used is a rotated principle component factor analysis. These results were plotted on a scatter plot with standardized scales in Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS; IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA), from which the high and low satisfaction departments could be identified.

The interviews were analyzed following a method for qualitative research. In brief, data were analyzed thematically by means of coding and subsequent exploration of patterns. All interviews were analyzed using MAXQDA (VERBI GmbH, Germany). We focused on identifying different leadership styles in the contrasting departments. The interview topics can be seen in the supplementary material. The leadership styles of the managers were identified based on the characteristics found in the literature. The leadership styles of the managers were identified by recognizing and asking (implicitly) for leadership style characteristics according to the following criteria:

- Top-down communication (transactional) versus bottom-up communication (transformational);
- involving the employees in the organization by face to face meetings (transformational) versus by email (transactional);
- planning regular face to face meetings with personnel (transformational) versus having an open door policy without active engagement of the employee by the manager (transactional);
- engaging employees in the development of new treatments or organisation (transformational) versus updating them on news from the Board (transactional);
- providing the opportunity for alternative tasks for sick listed employees (transformational) versus calling the employee to check availability to return to work (transactional).

All interview results were compared and discussed during a group meeting, which lead to clear insights into the leadership styles of the interviewed managers.

Ethical considerations
The employee satisfaction survey was ordered by the Board of the MHCI and performed by an independent research company that provided the outcomes clustered per department to the human resource department on an anonymous basis. Those outcomes were used for the analysis of the satisfaction data. Anonymous sickness rates data clustered by department were provided by the human resource department of the MHCI. The semi-structured interviews were announced by the human resource department and were performed by six independent researchers (ES, RE, MvB, NB, DS, YZ) and without presence of the human resources department. The outcomes were reported anonymously. This approach was approved by the scientific board of the MHCI.

Results
Sickness absence rates in The Netherlands
According to CBS Statline, the average sickness rate percentage in The Netherlands in 2010 was 4.2%. Divided in multiple sectors, we find the lowest sickness rates in catering, mineral extraction, and financial institutions and the highest sickness rates in public administration, health care, and education. The sickness rate of the health care sector was 5.2% in 2010. Twenty-five percent of the absenteeism periods that take longer than 7 days have causes of a mental nature and it takes 53 days on average to return to work, but much longer in cases of depressive disorders. According to research by ArboNed, the main causes are work pressure and a bad balance between working and private life.

Sickness absence rates in the MHCI
The average sickness rate of the employees in the MHCI in 2010 was 5.7%, which is higher than average. This was to a great extent due to people who were ill for a long time (43 to 364 days), which accounted for 2.6% of the employees.
The seasons of the year seemed to influence the number of employees who are ill for a short time. For an average time period, there is no connection between the number of ill employees and the time of the year. However, the number of employees who were ill for a very long time was low in the beginning of the year and quite constant during the rest of the year.

There are seven care groups in the MHCI. Their names and the sickness rates are shown in Table 1.

The total percentages of the different care groups vary from 4.0% to 7.5%. The care group with the lowest sickness rate is CG6, the prevention and consultation team. Another care group with a low total sickness rate is CG4: the psychosis and autism care group in T. The care group with the highest sickness rate percentage is CG2 (7.5%), the adults care group; this is remarkably high in comparison to the other care groups.

**Factor analysis of the employee satisfaction survey**

The many variables that our survey was based on were used as a basis for quantitative analysis of the different departments. The number of variables related to satisfaction was rather large (15) and our dataset is rather small (n = 51; [sub] departments). Furthermore, the correlations between the different variables turned out to be very high. Many of these variables measured more or less the same concept. Using principle component factor analysis, only two relevant dimensions remained; namely, work satisfaction and management satisfaction.

The former represents employees’ satisfaction with their work, while the latter is a judgment by the employees of the performance of their management. Figure 2 plots the different departments (indicated by numbers) on work and management satisfaction of the employees.

**Selection of contrasting departments for interviews**

Based on Figure 2, we selected departments with the highest possible contrast between employee satisfaction regarding management satisfaction and work satisfaction, while weighing these for location in B and T (formerly different parts of the institution) for low and high sickness rates, and for low and high employee interdependencies; that is, departments providing outpatient care versus departments providing clinical care. Departments providing inpatient care have higher employee interdependency than outpatient departments. This resulted in the selection of four departments that are marked with a circle in Figure 2. Their characteristics are described in Table 2. Three of the indicated departments in Figure 2, namely numbers 49, 50, and 51 were combined in the table into department D. This consolidation was done because the interviews took place on a higher level than Figure 2 represents. From each department, as a rule, we interviewed both the manager and an employee to compare their points of view and needs. We interviewed two managers from B.

To make the comparison between the departments more clear, we will call the four departments A, B, C and D. Department A, indicated as number 46 in Figure 2, is a department of the CG6 care group, located in B, providing outpatient health care. This department has a high level of management satisfaction and a high level of work satisfaction. The sickness rates in this care group were the lowest of all care groups, although the sickness rates of employees who were ill for more than one year were high. Overall, this department can be viewed as one of the best departments of all with respect to the factors we compared.

The opposite department is number 23 in the figure, which we will call department B. In this department of the CG2 care group, located in T and providing outpatient health care, the management satisfaction and work satisfaction are low. The sickness rates of the related care group are the highest of
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all care groups, this department can be viewed as one of the departments that is performing the least well. Department C, indicated with number 20 in Figure 2, is also in the CG2 care group, just as with department B. We chose this department because it has high scores on management satisfaction and work satisfaction, but its care group has the highest sickness rates. In addition, this department is inpatient and located in B. Comparing this department with departments A and B can indicate interesting results or causes of high and low satisfaction and sickness rates.

Finally, department D is indicated by the numbers 49, 50, and 51. These three departments together from the CG7 care group and are closely working together, although the three departments provide both inpatient or outpatient services. We combined them into one department in our analysis. However, the satisfaction rates of the departments varied from relatively low work satisfaction to relatively high work satisfaction and from high management satisfaction to low management satisfaction. The sickness rates of the CG7 care group were high.

The information regarding the four selected departments, concerning the location, type of health care (outpatient/inpatient), sickness rates, and satisfaction rates, is also shown in Table 2. From each department, as indicated in this table, we interviewed both a manager and an employee.

**Table 2 Departments selected for interview**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Care group</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Outpatient/inpatient</th>
<th>Sickness</th>
<th>Satisfaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>CG6</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Outpatient</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>M: high; W: high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>CG2</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Outpatient</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>M: low; W: low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>CG2</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Inpatient</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>M: high; W: high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>49, 50, 51</td>
<td>CG7</td>
<td>B and T</td>
<td>Inpatient and outpatient</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>M: high and low; W: high and low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: M, management; W, work.

**Communication**
The leadership and communication styles of the interviewed managers differed. Concerning communicating feedback to the employees, some managers stuck to the official requirement of one individual evaluation meeting per year, whereas others scheduled more meetings. The manager from department A even structurally scheduled a personal meeting every 6 weeks. Also, the nature of communication between managers varied. One particular manager from a low performing department mainly relied on email. However, he added that the door was always open for people to walk in. Not all surprisingly, he admitted that this hardly ever happened. On the other hand, the manager from department A knows a lot about the personal situations of his employees from informal communication and his meetings every 6 weeks. This manager also explained that it was clear very soon whether there was going to be a problem with the numbers (utilization rates) later, because these numbers lag behind the personal knowledge of the individual employee.

In addition, it was considered very important to communicate why specific decisions have been made instead of only communicating what has been decided. The strategic information or decision should be communicated at the same time to all employees to avoid rumor formation.

**Leadership**
In contrast, some managers relied very much on quantitative data they provided their employees with, such as the productivity they achieved, how much time they spent on patients, etc. Although these numbers were perceived as informative by some employees, the majority felt rather controlled and did not value this type of input. This occurred most evidently when these data were the only way a manager did communicate with his or her employees.

Employees felt that managers should not control or micromanage their employees; they should give them more responsibility and autonomy. Empowerment (shifting
important tasks from the manager to the employee) proved to be very important for the employees and seemed to improve satisfaction, as it was applied in high scoring departments.

Relating to the literature, two styles are evident: the transactional and transformational leadership styles. The style that seemingly works best in the MHCI setting is the transformational leadership style, which focuses on the emotional attachment of leader and follower, intellectual stimulation, and motivation to reach the goals of the organization. This implies a lot of personal contact and empowerment. The manager of department A was archetypically such a leader. The transactional leader focuses more on the cost-benefit exchange between the two parties and specifically specifies the performance criteria. Indeed, this is closer to micromanagement and a focus on the numbers. Within the MHCI, the interviewed managers showed different leadership styles, but it was apparent that the transformational leader corresponded to the most satisfied employees and lowest absenteeism (department A). In contrast, the opposite was true for the department with the transactional leader (department B). The leadership styles of the managers differed in terms of the characteristics mentioned in the methods section, ie, a top-down communication style for transactional leaders versus a bottom-up communication style for transformational leaders, looking for alternative tasks for absent employees (if possible) versus calling the absent employee regularly to check the possibility to come back to work, involving employees in the organization by the managers in the weekly staff meeting held by one of the managers to update the staff about the developments and important information (transformational), versus mainly communication via email or quarterly updates (transactional). These results confirm our first hypothesis.

**Sickness protocols**

The sickness protocol is the same in all departments, but the interpretation of and participation in that process depends per manager. One manager informed us that his approach is to check if employees can do other things than their normal job. So, if someone sprained his ankle or broke something, he might be able to do some paper work and thus still contribute to the work.

We did not find a clear relationship between the sickness protocols and the sickness rates or absenteeism, as the sickness protocols were the same for the whole organization. However, there was a relationship between the leadership style and application of the sickness protocols. Namely, the transformational leader focuses much more on the employee and trusts that he or she will return when ready. So such a leader will call once and leave it to the employee to call in again. The transactional leader will call more often to inform when the employee can come back to work. The transformational leader has a drastically lower absenteeism rate, while the nature of the work is certainly not less stressful (department A). This confirms our second hypothesis.

We also found a difference between the attitude of the employees towards calling in sick between ambulant care groups and clinical care groups or prevention. In the ambulant care groups, employees do not cover work for absent colleagues, which means there is little social pressure and the employees do not feel bad to call in sick. In the clinical care groups and prevention, on the other hand, the employees are interdependent, which might give rise to social pressure and more responsibility. Nevertheless, the transformational manager from department A, which was an outpatient department, had the lowest sickness rates, despite the lack of social pressure to come to work. Apparently, the leadership style had more impact than peer pressure phenomena. This also confirms our hypothesis, but it should be noted that such a strong relation could not be found for the other departments.

**Merger**

The second theme of the interviews was related to the cultural aspect that played a major role in the merger of the MHCI. Beforehand, we got the impression that B dominated T during the merger and one aim of the interviews was to find out if the managers and employees confirmed this impression. From the analysis of the employee satisfaction survey, we concluded that the B employees were more satisfied with their work and that the T employees were slightly more satisfied with their management. The managers and employees explained the differences between the organizational culture of the MHCI in B and in T as B being more formal and T being more creative. Also, in B, the communication would be more top-down and in T it would be a more bottom-up and transformational style than B.

**Discussion**

From the sickness rates review, we have concluded that the sickness rate in the MHCI is slightly higher than the national rate. This may be related to the post-merger situation in the MHCI, as was postulated beforehand as organizational upheaval may increase sickness rates and this was the very reason to choose this MHCI for our study.
We did find a correlation between sickness rates, satisfaction, and leadership style. Also, the way that sickness protocols were handled seemed related to leadership style as well as sickness rates. This is a relevant finding as guidelines exist for occupational physicians how to guide sick listed employees back to work.\textsuperscript{67} This might lead one to expect that resuming work should follow a standardised process based on the guidelines; however, literature shows clearly that this is not what happens in daily practice.\textsuperscript{68,69} Also, the guidelines and recent research suggest the importance of guiding the managers at the place where the sick listed employee is supposed to resume work toward facilitating a return to work of the employee as well,\textsuperscript{70} but this has been found not well applicable to occupational physicians.\textsuperscript{71} Therefore, this study is extremely relevant as it may provide us with the opportunity to diminish sickness absence at the level of managerial leadership style directly.

The analysis of the satisfaction survey and the qualitative interviews confirms our hypotheses concerning employee satisfaction, sickness rate, and leadership style.

Main finding
The main finding of this research was the strong difference in leadership styles in the worst and best performing departments in terms of employee satisfaction and absenteeism. The worst department (department B) had a manager with a clearly identified transactional style, whereas the best department (department A) was managed by a paragon of transformational leadership.

Interpretation
A possible explanation for this result is that the professionals that work at MHCIs were not professionally trained to focus on numbers as work outcome. They focus on wellbeing of and communication with people in their day to day jobs and are intrinsically motivated to do so. Therefore, they feel more comfortable with leaders that do the same. If they are managed too tightly, with a focus on numbers and not people, they will feel disrespected and their satisfaction and intrinsic motivation will drop. Therefore, managers at MHCIs should be transformational leaders, since they focus on this personal development and attachment instead of the numbers, but try to motivate their employees to perform to the benefit of the organization, as a well performing organization is also to the benefit of the patients.

Another interpretation goes beyond the individual level; transformational leadership also predicts team performance. More precisely, this type of leadership promotes team play. This may play a role in the fact that the department with low employee interdependence (department A) and high transformational leadership still had low absenteeism, as the leadership improved interconnectedness of the employees in the outpatient department.

Finally, our results showed that empowerment, a technique often used by transformational leaders, seems to improve employee satisfaction, as it was applied in high scoring departments (departments A, C). The confidence that is instilled in the employees this way can be seen as a reward, which promotes job satisfaction.

The implication of this finding could be that leaders with transactional style should realize the benefits of transformational leadership style and adopt the latter style, as this style change may have a positive impact on absenteeism and related health aspects of employees. Cummings et al also recommend in their study that managers and administrators should come up with strategies to help leaders to grow and cope with organizational changes by supporting the effectiveness and success of leadership initiatives.\textsuperscript{72}

Strengths
This is the first study exploring the influence of leadership style on employee satisfaction and absenteeism in a turbulent work environment. Interviewing both managers and employees is one of the strengths of the study, as it avoids a one-sided result that might be biased. The interviews were semi-structured and consisted of only open questions. The reason for this format is that we did not want to limit the interviewee’s thoughts by the framing of the question. Also, we wanted to avoid a biased result.

The interviews were conducted following methods of qualitative research, in which a hypothesis was formulated as described earlier. Interviews were conducted, and inclusion for interviews stopped when saturation of information had occurred.\textsuperscript{73} We followed this method as we wanted to explore aspects of leadership in relation to employee satisfaction and absenteeism. We focused on the contrast between departments, and on the qualitative differences. This does not give the opportunity to provide quantification of findings. However, from the pattern that emerged from the interviews, and from the fact that later interviews did not yield new information, it seemed that theoretical saturation of information had occurred and that our findings are valid.

Limitations
Unfortunately, we could not test for significance of the associations due to the small number of departments.
This means that we had to treat each department as a single observation. It was not possible to use a weighing based on the number of respondents per department because the variance of the employee answers was unknown. Consequently, it was only possible to use the departmental differences heuristically.

**Implications for practice**

Organizations that have to cope with change after a merger may benefit from a transformational leadership style. This may result in better employee satisfaction and lower absenteeism.

Application of sickness protocols from a transformational leadership point of reference may improve absenteeism rates.

Managers should be encouraged to promote empowerment and to use less rigid structures for their employees, to prevent estrangement and depersonalization.

**Implications for future research**

Further research should aim to quantify the measures of transformational and transactional leadership. Questionnaires should be developed with standard measures for these styles. Further research may help to quantify the problem and the possible impact of improved leadership style.

**Conclusion**

This study identified an association between leadership style, absenteeism, and employee satisfaction in a MHCI after a merger. Transformational leadership improves employee satisfaction and diminishes absenteeism. As the study is a qualitative study, the association cannot be quantified. However, the findings are of clear practical value and warrant further research.
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Supplementary material

Interview guide
Questions we asked during our interviews to managers and employees:

Managers
Regarding communication towards employees
Which methods of communication do you use to inform employees?
To what extent do you give strategic information to your employees?
How often do you give strategic information to your employees?
How often do you talk to your employees about other topics (for example work or progress of the company)?
How do you communicate feedback to your employees?
To what extent do you think there are clear work processes in your department?
To what extent do you think your employees are well informed?
To what extent do you think your employees are satisfied about the communication between manager and employees?

Regarding sickness
What is the general sickness protocol in the company?
What is your general attitude towards ill employees?
To what extent do you keep contact with ill employees?
To what extent do you have the feeling that sometimes issues other than illness can play a role for absence that are not communicated by the employee?
What do you do if your employee is sick at home? Will you:
- Look for an internal substitute?
- Postpone some tasks?
- Hire someone else from outside (under what circumstances)?
How can you estimate the direct and indirect costs incurred during these period?

Regarding leadership
Can you describe your own leadership style? (Note: this is a very open question designed to formulate an initial opinion).
To what extent do you feel you have to motivate your employees to do their job? Are they self-motivated? And if they require motivation, how is this accomplished?
To what extent do you emphasize control over your employees?
To what extent do you micromanage your employees?
To what extent do you think B is a different city than T, regarding organizational culture?

Employees
Regarding communication towards managers
Which methods of communication does your manager use to inform you?
To what extent do you receive strategic information from your manager?
How often do you receive strategic information from your manager?
How often do you talk to your manager about other topics (for example work or progress of the company)?
How do you receive feedback from your manager?
To what extent do you think there are clear work processes in your department?
To what extent do you think you have a clear role within the organization?
To what extent do you think you are well informed?
To what extent are you satisfied about the communication between you and your manager?

Regarding sickness
What is the general sickness protocol in the company?
What is your general attitude towards being ill?
What is your threshold between staying home or going to work? (For example, would you stay home with a cold?)
How do you feel when you report sickness rates?
What is the general attitude of your manager towards employees being ill?
- How does he/she respond?
- To what extent does his/her response influence your own behavior?
  To what extent does your manager keep contact with you when you are ill?
- Do you think this can motivate you to resume working sooner?

Regarding leadership
Are you satisfied about your relationship with your manager? (Note: this question was asked indirectly as employees are inclined to give socially desirable answers)
To what extent do you feel motivated by your manager?
To what extent does your manager emphasize control over you?
To what extent does your manager micromanage you?  
Do you believe that there is a relationship between sickness rates and job satisfaction?  
What do you think is the role the manager plays in this? 
To what extent do you think B is a different city than T, regarding the organizational culture?